Home Appliances Brochure
Why Whirlpool?

• Sophisticated. Not complicated.
  • At Whirlpool, we advance technology to the point of Simplicity. Creating innovation that's forward thinking for what we choose to put in it — and what we don't. Great design that fits seamlessly into life. And is truly a pleasure to live with.

• Creating cleaner, more flavorful, more efficient homes
  • Whirlpool appliances do things the way you do them. Your intuition for how to get things done is something we value so much, we’ve put it into our appliances—making guesswork a thing of the past. Every detail is attended to. Every machine is designed to help you manage your home precisely the way you want—easier, faster and smarter.

• Use our intuition to your advantage
  • In many Whirlpool appliances, remarkable sense and adapt technology responds to the needs of your clothes, your meals and your foods. By adapting to each situation, intuitive sensors make key refinements—precisely adjusting water levels for the best clean possible or measuring moisture content for better baking. So your fabrics look newer longer, meals cook more evenly, and foods stay cool and flavorful.

• Set higher standards
  • To us, advanced performance means getting great results while using less water and energy. Our ENERGY STAR® qualified appliances deliver eco-efficient operation that exceeds the toughest government standards. Like you, we believe precious resources should be used with care.

• Create the future
  • At Whirlpool brand, making the best appliances through constant innovation is a given. But as we move into our second century of leading the appliance industry, we’ll also continue leading the charge to protect our environment, and support our global community. Along with you, we never stop seeking smarter ways to help run a home—whether it’s yours or the one we share together.

We are proud to partner with Whirlpool to offer you the most respected brand in Home Appliances. For more information on these and other appliances, visit:

www.whirlpoolappliances.com
Refrigerators

**WRT359SFY**
19 CF TOP FREEZER REFRIGERATOR
- GLASS SHELVES
- GALLON DOOR BIN
- FULL WIDTH PANTRY

**WRS322FDA**
22 CF SIDE X SIDE REFRIGERATOR
- ACCU CHILL TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
- LED INTERIOR LIGHTING
- FLUSH H20 AND ICE DISPENSER

**WRF736SD**
25 CF FRENCH DOOR REFRIGERATOR
- TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED FULL WIDTH PANTRY
- EXTERIOR H2O AND ICE
- MICRO-EDGE SHELVES

**WRS586FIE**
26 CF SIDE X SIDE REFRIGERATOR
- ACCU CHILL TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
- IN-DOOR-ICE PLUS
- NIGHT LIGHT ILLUMINATED PAD

Above Refrigerators are available in White, Black, and Stainless finish options.

All Refrigerators are Energy Star rated.
Electric Cooking

**WFC310S0A**
SELF CLEANING COIL TOP RANGE
- ACCUBAKE TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
- LARGE OVEN WINDOW

**WFE525C0A**
SELF CLEANING RADIANT TOP
- ACCU CHILL TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
- 12”/9” DUAL RADIAL ELEMENT

**GGE388LX**
SELF CLEANING DBL OVEN RANGE
- SPACE SAVING DUAL ELEMENT
- LARGEST OVEN CAPACITY OF ANY FREE STANDING RANGE

**G7CE3034X**
RADIANT COOK TOP
- ECO FRIENDLY GLASS SURFACE
- 12”/9” DUAL RADIAL ELEMENT

**WFE540H0**
SELF CLEANING SMOOTH TOP RANGE
- ACCUBAKE TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
- TIME SAVER CONVECTION COOKING

White Ice / Black Ice
Gas Cooking

All Ranges, Ovens, Microwaves, and Dishwashers are available in White, Black, and Stainless finish options.

Cooktops are available in Black only.

FINISHES:

WFG540H0
SELF CLEANING GAS RANGE
• ACCUBAKE TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
• CONVECTION OVEN

GGG388LX
SELF CLEANING DBL OVEN RANGE
• DISHWASHER SAFE GRATES
• ACCUBAKE TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

WCG51US0DB
GAS COOK TOP
• PORCELAIN ON STEEL COOKTOP
• DISHWASHER SAFE GRATES
• 12,500 BTU POWER BURNER
Built-in Cooking

WOS51EC0A
30” SINGLE WALL OVEN
- ACCUBAKE TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
- EASY VIEW LARGE OVEN WINDOW

WOD51EC0A
30” DBL WALL OVEN
- LARGEST WALL OVEN CAPACITY AVAILABLE
- ACCUBAKE TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

WOC54EC0A
30” COMBINATION MICRO/OVEN
- ACCUBAKE TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
- LARGEST OVEN CAPACITY AVAILABLE

WMH53520AB
2.0 CF MICROWAVE / HOOD
- SENSOR COOKING
- AUTO ADAPT FAN

White Ice / Black Ice

nICE kitchen
WDF320PAD
TALL TUB DISHWASHER
• ENERGY STAR RATED
• QUIET PARTNER SOUND PACKAGE

WDT720PAYD
TALL TUB DISHWASER
• ENERGY STAR RATED
• SENSOR CYCLE
• ADJUSTABLE UPPER RACK

White Ice / Black Ice

WDT720PAD
TALL TUB DISHWASER
• ENERGY STAR RATED
• SENSOR CYCLE
• ADJUSTABLE UPPER RACK

GC2000 – GC5000
GC2000 ¾ HP DISPOSER
GC5000 ¾ HP DISPOSER